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The first shot in “Boyhood,” Richard
Linklater’s tender, profound film, is of a
cloudy sky. The second is of a boy star-

ing up at that sky, one arm
bent under his head, the
other flung out straight on
the ground. He’s a pretty
child with calm eyes, a snub
nose and a full mouth. It’s a
face that you get to know

and love because, even as this child is
watching the world, you’re watching

him grow. From scene to scene, you see
the curve of his jaw change, notice his
thickening brows and witness his slen-
der arms opening to embrace the world
and its clear and darkening skies. 

Filmed over 12 consecutive years,
“Boyhood” centers on Mason (Ellar
Coltrane), who’s 6 when the story opens
and 18 when it ends. In between, he goes
to school; argues with his sister, Saman-
tha (Lorelei Linklater, the director’s
daughter); and watches his mother,

Olivia (Patricia Arquette), struggle with
work and men while paying the bills,
moving from home to home and earning
several degrees. Every so often, her ex-
husband, Mason Sr. (Ethan Hawke),
roars into the children’s lives, initially in
a 1968 GTO. It isn’t a dad car (although
it does belong to one: Mr. Linklater). It
is, rather, the same model of masculine
cool that rumbles through “Two-Lane
Blacktop,” one of Mr. Linklater’s favor-
ite movies, and which he’s slipped into

films like “Slacker” and “Dazed and
Confused.” 

The GTO is a minor authorial marker,
and probably helped keep costs down in
this relatively inexpensive production.
(The movie was heroically bankrolled
from the start by its distributor, Jona-
than Sehring of IFC Films.) More prac-
tically, it works as an expressive em-
blem to go along with Mason Sr.’s ab-

ABOVE, DEANA NEWCOMB/IFC FILMS; BELOW, MATT LANKES/IFC FILMS

Boyhood , directed by Richard Linklater and opening on Friday, stars Ellar Coltrane as Mason, above and below, who over the span of a dozen years in this feature evolves from a 6-year-old child to an 18-year-old man.
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From Baby Fat to Stubble: Growing Up in Real Time

By BILL CARTER

I
T’S not just network and cable
television. It’s everything that’s
good on video, as far as the Em-
mys are concerned.

That point was driven home em-
phatically on Thursday as the nomi-
nations for this year’s Emmy
Awards were announced. The
showdown for outstanding
drama series spread across
cable and pay television serv-
ices with the list of nominees
including some of the most
highly praised shows in re-
cent memory. AMC’s “Break-
ing Bad,” in its last season,
and HBO’s “True Detective,”
in its first, are expected to be strong
contenders. They were joined by
“Game of Thrones” on HBO, which
topped the list with 19 nominations,
and “House of Cards” on Netflix,
with 13.

“Downton Abbey” and “Mad Men”
were the other dramas nominated.

Netflix, the subscription streaming
service, was far more a presence

than it was last year, racking up 31
nominations, including major nomi-
nations in the top series categories
for “House of Cards” and “Orange Is
the New Black.” That was more
nominations than some long estab-
lished networks, including Fox,

which had only 18. (That was
the Emmy-listed number;
Fox pointed out that one of its
shows, “Cosmos,” received 12
nominations, but they were
separated out as Fox/Nat-
GEO, because the series ran
on two networks.) On cable,
A&E had exactly one nomina-
tion.

The strong showing for
Netflix was driven by 13 nominations
for “House of Cards” and 12 for the
newcomer “Orange Is the New
Black.” Both had multiple entries in
the acting categories. Other big win-
ners included two FX mini-series,
“Fargo,” which racked up the second
highest number of nominations (af-
ter “Game of Thrones”), with 18, and 
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Emmy Nominations
Cross a Few Lines A quick montage at the beginning of

“Dawn of the Planet of the Apes” fills us
in on what has happened since “Rise of
the Planet of the Apes.” Three years
have gone by for us in the audience, and

about a decade for the assorted
primates on the screen. James
Franco and millions of other
people are dead, victims of a
lethal virus and the usual apoc-
alypse-causing disease of hu-
bris. After a period of violence

and chaos, the survivors have cobbled
together a reasonably stable society in
the ruins of San Francisco, with Gary
Oldman in charge. 

But this is not “Dusk of the Planet of
the Humans.” The spectacle of yet an-
other desperate population, huddled to-
gether in the wake of catastrophe to
await the next zombie, alien, robot or
monster attack, would be unlikely to in-
spire much excitement. The real inter-
est lies across the battered Golden Gate
Bridge, in Marin County, where our evo-
lutionary cousins, under the benevolent
guidance of an upright-walking chim-
panzee named Caesar, have built their
own civilization. In contrast to the be-
draggled human colony, the ape en-
campment is a thriving city-state with
distinctive wooden architecture, domes-

ticated horses, a sophisticated (mostly
signed) language and an educational
system overseen by Maurice, the gen-
tle, copper-furred orangutan who gave
the first movie an extra fillip of soul.

The sylvan, simian Athens in the
Muir Woods is a remarkable achieve-
ment and an important part of what
makes “Dawn of the Planet of the
Apes,” directed by Matt Reeves from a

script by Rick Jaffa, Amanda Silver and
Mark Bomback, the best of this sum-
mer’s large-scale, big-studio franchise
movies. Granted, this isn’t a very high
bar to clear: “better than ‘Transformers
4’” barely counts as praise, even with
an exclamation mark. But unlike that
toy-smashing extravaganza — and un-
like 2014’s visitations from the “Spider-
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film, is of a cloudy sky. The 
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under his head, 
the other flung 
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the ground. he’s a 
pretty child with calm eyes, a snub 
nose and a full mouth. It’s a face 

that you get to know and love because, even as 
this child is watching the world, you’re watch-
ing him grow. From scene to scene, you see the 

curve of his jaw change, notice 
his thickening brows and wit-
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to embrace the world and its 
clear and darkening skies.

Filmed over 12 consecu-
tive years, “Boyhood” centers 
on Mason (ellar Coltrane), 
who’s 6 when the story opens 
and 18 when it ends. In be-
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a 1968 GTO. It isn’t a dad car (although
it does belong to one: Mr. Linklater). It
is, rather, the same model of masculine
cool that rumbles through “Two-Lane
Blacktop,” one of Mr. Linklater’s favor-
ite movies, and which he’s slipped into

films like “Slacker” and “Dazed and
Confused.” 

The GTO is a minor authorial marker,
and probably helped keep costs down in
this relatively inexpensive production.
(The movie was heroically bankrolled
from the start by its distributor, Jona-
than Sehring of IFC Films.) More prac-
tically, it works as an expressive em-
blem to go along with Mason Sr.’s ab-
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Boyhood , directed by Richard Linklater and opening on Friday, stars Ellar Coltrane as Mason, above and below, who over the span of a dozen years in this feature evolves from a 6-year-old child to an 18-year-old man.
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I
T’S not just network and cable
television. It’s everything that’s
good on video, as far as the Em-
mys are concerned.

That point was driven home em-
phatically on Thursday as the nomi-
nations for this year’s Emmy
Awards were announced. The
showdown for outstanding
drama series spread across
cable and pay television serv-
ices with the list of nominees
including some of the most
highly praised shows in re-
cent memory. AMC’s “Break-
ing Bad,” in its last season,
and HBO’s “True Detective,”
in its first, are expected to be strong
contenders. They were joined by
“Game of Thrones” on HBO, which
topped the list with 19 nominations,
and “House of Cards” on Netflix,
with 13.

“Downton Abbey” and “Mad Men”
were the other dramas nominated.

Netflix, the subscription streaming
service, was far more a presence

than it was last year, racking up 31
nominations, including major nomi-
nations in the top series categories
for “House of Cards” and “Orange Is
the New Black.” That was more
nominations than some long estab-
lished networks, including Fox,

which had only 18. (That was
the Emmy-listed number;
Fox pointed out that one of its
shows, “Cosmos,” received 12
nominations, but they were
separated out as Fox/Nat-
GEO, because the series ran
on two networks.) On cable,
A&E had exactly one nomina-
tion.

The strong showing for
Netflix was driven by 13 nominations
for “House of Cards” and 12 for the
newcomer “Orange Is the New
Black.” Both had multiple entries in
the acting categories. Other big win-
ners included two FX mini-series,
“Fargo,” which racked up the second
highest number of nominations (af-
ter “Game of Thrones”), with 18, and 
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“Dawn of the Planet of the Apes” fills us
in on what has happened since “Rise of
the Planet of the Apes.” Three years
have gone by for us in the audience, and

about a decade for the assorted
primates on the screen. James
Franco and millions of other
people are dead, victims of a
lethal virus and the usual apoc-
alypse-causing disease of hu-
bris. After a period of violence

and chaos, the survivors have cobbled
together a reasonably stable society in
the ruins of San Francisco, with Gary
Oldman in charge. 

But this is not “Dusk of the Planet of
the Humans.” The spectacle of yet an-
other desperate population, huddled to-
gether in the wake of catastrophe to
await the next zombie, alien, robot or
monster attack, would be unlikely to in-
spire much excitement. The real inter-
est lies across the battered Golden Gate
Bridge, in Marin County, where our evo-
lutionary cousins, under the benevolent
guidance of an upright-walking chim-
panzee named Caesar, have built their
own civilization. In contrast to the be-
draggled human colony, the ape en-
campment is a thriving city-state with
distinctive wooden architecture, domes-

ticated horses, a sophisticated (mostly
signed) language and an educational
system overseen by Maurice, the gen-
tle, copper-furred orangutan who gave
the first movie an extra fillip of soul.

The sylvan, simian Athens in the
Muir Woods is a remarkable achieve-
ment and an important part of what
makes “Dawn of the Planet of the
Apes,” directed by Matt Reeves from a

script by Rick Jaffa, Amanda Silver and
Mark Bomback, the best of this sum-
mer’s large-scale, big-studio franchise
movies. Granted, this isn’t a very high
bar to clear: “better than ‘Transformers
4’” barely counts as praise, even with
an exclamation mark. But unlike that
toy-smashing extravaganza — and un-
like 2014’s visitations from the “Spider-
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The first shot in “Boyhood,” Richard
Linklater’s tender, profound film, is of a
cloudy sky. The second is of a boy star-

ing up at that sky, one arm
bent under his head, the
other flung out straight on
the ground. He’s a pretty
child with calm eyes, a snub
nose and a full mouth. It’s a
face that you get to know

and love because, even as this child is
watching the world, you’re watching

him grow. From scene to scene, you see
the curve of his jaw change, notice his
thickening brows and witness his slen-
der arms opening to embrace the world
and its clear and darkening skies. 

Filmed over 12 consecutive years,
“Boyhood” centers on Mason (Ellar
Coltrane), who’s 6 when the story opens
and 18 when it ends. In between, he goes
to school; argues with his sister, Saman-
tha (Lorelei Linklater, the director’s
daughter); and watches his mother,

Olivia (Patricia Arquette), struggle with
work and men while paying the bills,
moving from home to home and earning
several degrees. Every so often, her ex-
husband, Mason Sr. (Ethan Hawke),
roars into the children’s lives, initially in
a 1968 GTO. It isn’t a dad car (although
it does belong to one: Mr. Linklater). It
is, rather, the same model of masculine
cool that rumbles through “Two-Lane
Blacktop,” one of Mr. Linklater’s favor-
ite movies, and which he’s slipped into

films like “Slacker” and “Dazed and
Confused.” 

The GTO is a minor authorial marker,
and probably helped keep costs down in
this relatively inexpensive production.
(The movie was heroically bankrolled
from the start by its distributor, Jona-
than Sehring of IFC Films.) More prac-
tically, it works as an expressive em-
blem to go along with Mason Sr.’s ab-
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“Downton Abbey” and “Mad Men”
were the other dramas nominated.

Netflix, the subscription streaming
service, was far more a presence

than it was last year, racking up 31
nominations, including major nomi-
nations in the top series categories
for “House of Cards” and “Orange Is
the New Black.” That was more
nominations than some long estab-
lished networks, including Fox,

which had only 18. (That was
the Emmy-listed number;
Fox pointed out that one of its
shows, “Cosmos,” received 12
nominations, but they were
separated out as Fox/Nat-
GEO, because the series ran
on two networks.) On cable,
A&E had exactly one nomina-
tion.

The strong showing for
Netflix was driven by 13 nominations
for “House of Cards” and 12 for the
newcomer “Orange Is the New
Black.” Both had multiple entries in
the acting categories. Other big win-
ners included two FX mini-series,
“Fargo,” which racked up the second
highest number of nominations (af-
ter “Game of Thrones”), with 18, and 
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Emmy Nominations
Cross a Few Lines A quick montage at the beginning of

“Dawn of the Planet of the Apes” fills us
in on what has happened since “Rise of
the Planet of the Apes.” Three years
have gone by for us in the audience, and

about a decade for the assorted
primates on the screen. James
Franco and millions of other
people are dead, victims of a
lethal virus and the usual apoc-
alypse-causing disease of hu-
bris. After a period of violence

and chaos, the survivors have cobbled
together a reasonably stable society in
the ruins of San Francisco, with Gary
Oldman in charge. 

But this is not “Dusk of the Planet of
the Humans.” The spectacle of yet an-
other desperate population, huddled to-
gether in the wake of catastrophe to
await the next zombie, alien, robot or
monster attack, would be unlikely to in-
spire much excitement. The real inter-
est lies across the battered Golden Gate
Bridge, in Marin County, where our evo-
lutionary cousins, under the benevolent
guidance of an upright-walking chim-
panzee named Caesar, have built their
own civilization. In contrast to the be-
draggled human colony, the ape en-
campment is a thriving city-state with
distinctive wooden architecture, domes-

ticated horses, a sophisticated (mostly
signed) language and an educational
system overseen by Maurice, the gen-
tle, copper-furred orangutan who gave
the first movie an extra fillip of soul.

The sylvan, simian Athens in the
Muir Woods is a remarkable achieve-
ment and an important part of what
makes “Dawn of the Planet of the
Apes,” directed by Matt Reeves from a

script by Rick Jaffa, Amanda Silver and
Mark Bomback, the best of this sum-
mer’s large-scale, big-studio franchise
movies. Granted, this isn’t a very high
bar to clear: “better than ‘Transformers
4’” barely counts as praise, even with
an exclamation mark. But unlike that
toy-smashing extravaganza — and un-
like 2014’s visitations from the “Spider-
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The first shot in “Boyhood,” Richard
Linklater’s tender, profound film, is of a
cloudy sky. The second is of a boy star-

ing up at that sky, one arm
bent under his head, the
other flung out straight on
the ground. He’s a pretty
child with calm eyes, a snub
nose and a full mouth. It’s a
face that you get to know

and love because, even as this child is
watching the world, you’re watching

him grow. From scene to scene, you see
the curve of his jaw change, notice his
thickening brows and witness his slen-
der arms opening to embrace the world
and its clear and darkening skies. 

Filmed over 12 consecutive years,
“Boyhood” centers on Mason (Ellar
Coltrane), who’s 6 when the story opens
and 18 when it ends. In between, he goes
to school; argues with his sister, Saman-
tha (Lorelei Linklater, the director’s
daughter); and watches his mother,

Olivia (Patricia Arquette), struggle with
work and men while paying the bills,
moving from home to home and earning
several degrees. Every so often, her ex-
husband, Mason Sr. (Ethan Hawke),
roars into the children’s lives, initially in
a 1968 GTO. It isn’t a dad car (although
it does belong to one: Mr. Linklater). It
is, rather, the same model of masculine
cool that rumbles through “Two-Lane
Blacktop,” one of Mr. Linklater’s favor-
ite movies, and which he’s slipped into

films like “Slacker” and “Dazed and
Confused.” 

The GTO is a minor authorial marker,
and probably helped keep costs down in
this relatively inexpensive production.
(The movie was heroically bankrolled
from the start by its distributor, Jona-
than Sehring of IFC Films.) More prac-
tically, it works as an expressive em-
blem to go along with Mason Sr.’s ab-

ABOVE, DEANA NEWCOMB/IFC FILMS; BELOW, MATT LANKES/IFC FILMS

Boyhood , directed by Richard Linklater and opening on Friday, stars Ellar Coltrane as Mason, above and below, who over the span of a dozen years in this feature evolves from a 6-year-old child to an 18-year-old man.
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From Baby Fat to Stubble: Growing Up in Real Time

By BILL CARTER

I
T’S not just network and cable
television. It’s everything that’s
good on video, as far as the Em-
mys are concerned.

That point was driven home em-
phatically on Thursday as the nomi-
nations for this year’s Emmy
Awards were announced. The
showdown for outstanding
drama series spread across
cable and pay television serv-
ices with the list of nominees
including some of the most
highly praised shows in re-
cent memory. AMC’s “Break-
ing Bad,” in its last season,
and HBO’s “True Detective,”
in its first, are expected to be strong
contenders. They were joined by
“Game of Thrones” on HBO, which
topped the list with 19 nominations,
and “House of Cards” on Netflix,
with 13.

“Downton Abbey” and “Mad Men”
were the other dramas nominated.

Netflix, the subscription streaming
service, was far more a presence

than it was last year, racking up 31
nominations, including major nomi-
nations in the top series categories
for “House of Cards” and “Orange Is
the New Black.” That was more
nominations than some long estab-
lished networks, including Fox,

which had only 18. (That was
the Emmy-listed number;
Fox pointed out that one of its
shows, “Cosmos,” received 12
nominations, but they were
separated out as Fox/Nat-
GEO, because the series ran
on two networks.) On cable,
A&E had exactly one nomina-
tion.

The strong showing for
Netflix was driven by 13 nominations
for “House of Cards” and 12 for the
newcomer “Orange Is the New
Black.” Both had multiple entries in
the acting categories. Other big win-
ners included two FX mini-series,
“Fargo,” which racked up the second
highest number of nominations (af-
ter “Game of Thrones”), with 18, and 
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“Dawn of the Planet of the Apes” fills us
in on what has happened since “Rise of
the Planet of the Apes.” Three years
have gone by for us in the audience, and

about a decade for the assorted
primates on the screen. James
Franco and millions of other
people are dead, victims of a
lethal virus and the usual apoc-
alypse-causing disease of hu-
bris. After a period of violence

and chaos, the survivors have cobbled
together a reasonably stable society in
the ruins of San Francisco, with Gary
Oldman in charge. 

But this is not “Dusk of the Planet of
the Humans.” The spectacle of yet an-
other desperate population, huddled to-
gether in the wake of catastrophe to
await the next zombie, alien, robot or
monster attack, would be unlikely to in-
spire much excitement. The real inter-
est lies across the battered Golden Gate
Bridge, in Marin County, where our evo-
lutionary cousins, under the benevolent
guidance of an upright-walking chim-
panzee named Caesar, have built their
own civilization. In contrast to the be-
draggled human colony, the ape en-
campment is a thriving city-state with
distinctive wooden architecture, domes-

ticated horses, a sophisticated (mostly
signed) language and an educational
system overseen by Maurice, the gen-
tle, copper-furred orangutan who gave
the first movie an extra fillip of soul.

The sylvan, simian Athens in the
Muir Woods is a remarkable achieve-
ment and an important part of what
makes “Dawn of the Planet of the
Apes,” directed by Matt Reeves from a

script by Rick Jaffa, Amanda Silver and
Mark Bomback, the best of this sum-
mer’s large-scale, big-studio franchise
movies. Granted, this isn’t a very high
bar to clear: “better than ‘Transformers
4’” barely counts as praise, even with
an exclamation mark. But unlike that
toy-smashing extravaganza — and un-
like 2014’s visitations from the “Spider-
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home and earning several degrees. every so of-
ten, her ex-husband, Mason Sr. (ethan hawke), 
roars into the children’s lives, initially in a 1968 
GTO. It isn’t a dad car (although it does belong 
to one: Mr. Linklater). It is, rather, the same 
model of masculine cool that rumbles through 
“Two-Lane Blacktop,” one of Mr. Linklater’s 
favorite movies, and which he’s 
slipped into films like “Slacker” 
and “Dazed and Confused.”

The GTO is a minor autho-
rial marker, and probably helped 
keep costs down in this relative-
ly inexpensive production. (The 
movie was heroically bankrolled 
from the start by its distributor, 
Jonathan Sehring of IFC Films.) 
More practically, it works as  
an expressive emblem to go 
along with Mason Sr.’s absenc-
es, his careless parenting, on-and-off facial hair 
and earnest bohemian rhapsodies. Unforgiv-
ing observers may write Mason Sr. off as a 
deadbeat, but, like Olivia, who sometimes lobs 
expletives at her unfazed children, he’s deeply 
loving. These aren’t movie parents with formu-

laic arcs and storybook solutions, but charac-
ters whose honest, raw hurt and moments of 
casual grace carry the shock of the real. These 
are people you know, maybe people like you.

The realism is jolting, and so brilliantly 
realized and understated that it would be easy 
to overlook. In “Boyhood,” Mr. Linklater’s in-

spired idea of showing the very 
thing that most movies either 
ignore or awkwardly elide — the 
passage of time — is its impres-
sive, headline-making conceit. 
Starting in 2002, he gathered his 
four lead actors each year for a 
three- to four-day shoot, work-
ing on the script as they went 
along. (The consummate anti-
slacker, Mr. Linklater also shot 
during that period a clutch of 
shorts and features, including 

“Before Sunset,” the second in a trilogy of films 
with Mr. hawke; a fictional adaptation of “Fast 
Food Nation”; and a weirdly touching comedy 
about a murderer, “Bernie.”)

What emerged from those dozen years is a 
series of meticulously textured and structured 
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sences, his careless parenting,
on-and-off facial hair and earnest
bohemian rhapsodies. Unforgiv-
ing observers may write Mason
Sr. off as a deadbeat, but, like
Olivia, who sometimes lobs ex-
pletives at her unfazed children,
he’s deeply loving. These aren’t
movie parents with formulaic
arcs and storybook solutions, but
characters whose honest, raw
hurt and moments of casual
grace carry the shock of the real.
These are people you know, may-
be people like you. 

The realism is jolting, and so
brilliantly realized and understat-
ed that it would be easy to over-
look. In “Boyhood,” Mr. Linkla-
ter’s inspired idea of showing the
very thing that most movies ei-
ther ignore or awkwardly elide —
the passage of time — is its im-
pressive, headline-making con-
ceit. Starting in 2002, he gathered
his four lead actors each year for
a three- to four-day shoot, work-
ing on the script as they went
along. (The consummate anti-
slacker, Mr. Linklater also shot
during that period a clutch of
shorts and features, including
“Before Sunset,” the second in a
trilogy of films with Mr. Hawke;
a fictional adaptation of “Fast
Food Nation”; and a weirdly
touching comedy about a mur-
derer, “Bernie.”)

What emerged from those doz-
en years is a series of meticulous-
ly textured and structured
scenes set to the rhythm of life.
The structure is crucial. Mr. Link-
later has long experimented with
nontraditional narratives, from
the baton-relay form of “Slack-
er,” in which he leaves one char-
acter to follow the next, to the
peripatetic ramblings of his “Be-
fore” trilogy. His films are some-
times mischaracterized as hav-
ing no plot, perhaps because they
may seem so, when compared
with aggressively incident-
jammed mainstream movies.
One of the fascinating things
about “Boyhood” is that a lot
happens — there are parties and
fights, laughter and tears — but
all these events take place in a
distinctly quotidian register and
without the usual filmmaking
prodding and cues. 

Instead, the movie ebbs and
flows from year to year, inter-
spersed with temporal signposts
like a Britney Spears song or a
Nintendo Wii. One minute, Ma-
son is looking quizzically at Olivia
while she chats with a professor,
Bill (Marco Perella); the next,
he’s with his sister and Bill’s chil-
dren, Mindy (Jamie Howard) and
Randy (Andrew Villarreal), in
the backyard the two families
now share as one. Some of the
transitions are imperceptible, es-
pecially when Mason is younger,
and all are meaningful. Midway
through, when he strips off his
shirt to go swimming with his fa-
ther and then asks about girls,
you see the last traces of baby fat
and true childhood. By the next
section, Mason has shot up and
slimmed down, and is now talk-
ing to girls, not just about them. 

For a filmmaker known for the
loquaciousness of his characters,
Mr. Linklater has an almost un-
American rejection of overexpla-
nation. When you first meet Ma-
son at 6, gazing at the sky while
lying on a patch of grass, he looks
a touch beatific. He also looks like
a little kid staring into space. Is
he happy, sad or bored? And
when he gazes at a dead bird,
what does he think?; how does
he feel? Mr. Linklater doesn’t
say. Instead, he fills the frame
with a close-up of Mason’s face,
letting the silence and weight of
death linger. Mr. Linklater’s char-
acters can talk a blue streak, but
rarely in his work, and never in
“Boyhood,” do you hear the hum
of his narrative design under
their words. 

The film’s visual style is pre-
cise, unassuming to the point of
seeming invisibility and in the
service of the characters, with
compositions that remain un-
fussy and uncluttered, even when
the rooms are busy. When Mr.
Linklater films a landscape, your
eye locks not on the camerawork
but on the beauty of these spaces
and the people in them — the en-
veloping greenness of the neigh-
borhood in which Mason first
rides a bike, for instance, and the
tranquillity of the watering hole

that, years later, he swims in with
his dad. Mr. Linklater is especial-
ly fond of showing two people
walking and talking, and you
learn as much about the charac-
ters’ relationships from how they
inhabit space — his two-shots
speak volumes — as from what
they say. He’s a poet-geometri-
cian of intimacy. 

It’s almost surprising that no
one seems to have made a movie
like “Boyhood” before. Its closest
counterpart is probably the “7
Up” series, Michael Apted’s mul-
tipart documentary project that
since 1964 has dropped in every
seven years on the same, more or
less, British women and men, be-
ginning when they were 7. Watch-
ing seemingly carefree children
thrive and fail as they age — or,
more prosaically, turn into
dreary, respectable citizens —
can be like a knife in your heart.
It can also be somewhat eerie,
simply because the series com-
presses decades of a human life
into scenes that are, by turns,
seamless and jagged — an eeri-
ness that “Boyhood” shares as 12
years of Mason’s life slips by in
165 startlingly fast minutes.
We’re here today, gone tomor-
row.

Radical in its conceit, familiar
in its everyday details, “Boy-
hood” exists at the juncture of
classical cinema and the modern
art film without being slavishly
indebted to either tradition. It’s a
model of cinematic realism, and
its pleasures are obvious yet
mysterious. Even after seeing the
film three times, I haven’t fully

figured out why it has maintained
such a hold on me, and why I’m
eager to see it again. There are
many reasons to love movies,
from the stories they tell, to the
beautiful characters who live and
die for us. And yet the story in
“Boyhood” is blissfully simple: A
child grows up. This, along with
the modesty of its physical pro-
duction — its humble rooms, qui-
et moments, ordinary lives — can
obscure Mr. Linklater’s ambi-
tions and the greatness of his
achievement. 

It’s no surprise that watching
actors naturally age on camera
without latex and digital effects
makes for mesmerizing viewing.
And at first it may be hard to no-
tice much more than the creases
etching Mr. Hawke’s face, the
sexy swells of Ms. Arquette’s bel-
ly and Mr. Coltrane’s growth
spurts. You may see your own
face in those faces, your chil-
dren’s, too. This kind of identifi-
cation is familiar, as is the idea
that movies preserve time. André
Bazin wrote that art emerged
from our desire to counter the
passage of time and the inevita-
ble decay it brings. But in “Boy-
hood,” Mr. Linklater’s master-
piece, he both captures moments
in time and relinquishes them as
he moves from year to year. He
isn’t fighting time but embracing
it in all its glorious and ago-
nizingly fleeting beauty. 

“Boyhood” is rated R (Under 17
requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian). The film con-
tains some familiar expletives and
scenes of domestic violence.

12 Years 
Of Growing Up
In Real Time
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Ethan Hawke, left, as Mason Sr., and Ellar Coltrane as Mason in Richard Linklater’s long-running project, “Boyhood.”

Mr. Coltrane and Patricia Arquette, who plays his mother.

Mr. Coltrane as Mason at the
age of 9, early in the film.

Boyhood
Opens on Friday 
Written and directed by Richard Linkla-
ter; directors of photography, Lee Daniel
and Shane Kelly; edited by Sandra Adair;
production design by Rodney Becker;
costumes by Kari Perkins; produced by
Mr. Linklater, Cathleen Sutherland, Jona-
than Sehring and John Sloss; released by
IFC Films. Running time: 2 hours 45 min-
utes. 

WITH: Patricia Arquette (Mom), Ellar
Coltrane (Mason), Lorelei Linklater
(Samantha), Ethan Hawke (Dad), Marco
Perella (Prof. Bill Welbrock), Jamie How-
ard (Mindy) and Andrew Villarreal (Ran-
dy). 
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sences, his careless parenting,
on-and-off facial hair and earnest
bohemian rhapsodies. Unforgiv-
ing observers may write Mason
Sr. off as a deadbeat, but, like
Olivia, who sometimes lobs ex-
pletives at her unfazed children,
he’s deeply loving. These aren’t
movie parents with formulaic
arcs and storybook solutions, but
characters whose honest, raw
hurt and moments of casual
grace carry the shock of the real.
These are people you know, may-
be people like you. 

The realism is jolting, and so
brilliantly realized and understat-
ed that it would be easy to over-
look. In “Boyhood,” Mr. Linkla-
ter’s inspired idea of showing the
very thing that most movies ei-
ther ignore or awkwardly elide —
the passage of time — is its im-
pressive, headline-making con-
ceit. Starting in 2002, he gathered
his four lead actors each year for
a three- to four-day shoot, work-
ing on the script as they went
along. (The consummate anti-
slacker, Mr. Linklater also shot
during that period a clutch of
shorts and features, including
“Before Sunset,” the second in a
trilogy of films with Mr. Hawke;
a fictional adaptation of “Fast
Food Nation”; and a weirdly
touching comedy about a mur-
derer, “Bernie.”)

What emerged from those doz-
en years is a series of meticulous-
ly textured and structured
scenes set to the rhythm of life.
The structure is crucial. Mr. Link-
later has long experimented with
nontraditional narratives, from
the baton-relay form of “Slack-
er,” in which he leaves one char-
acter to follow the next, to the
peripatetic ramblings of his “Be-
fore” trilogy. His films are some-
times mischaracterized as hav-
ing no plot, perhaps because they
may seem so, when compared
with aggressively incident-
jammed mainstream movies.
One of the fascinating things
about “Boyhood” is that a lot
happens — there are parties and
fights, laughter and tears — but
all these events take place in a
distinctly quotidian register and
without the usual filmmaking
prodding and cues. 

Instead, the movie ebbs and
flows from year to year, inter-
spersed with temporal signposts
like a Britney Spears song or a
Nintendo Wii. One minute, Ma-
son is looking quizzically at Olivia
while she chats with a professor,
Bill (Marco Perella); the next,
he’s with his sister and Bill’s chil-
dren, Mindy (Jamie Howard) and
Randy (Andrew Villarreal), in
the backyard the two families
now share as one. Some of the
transitions are imperceptible, es-
pecially when Mason is younger,
and all are meaningful. Midway
through, when he strips off his
shirt to go swimming with his fa-
ther and then asks about girls,
you see the last traces of baby fat
and true childhood. By the next
section, Mason has shot up and
slimmed down, and is now talk-
ing to girls, not just about them. 

For a filmmaker known for the
loquaciousness of his characters,
Mr. Linklater has an almost un-
American rejection of overexpla-
nation. When you first meet Ma-
son at 6, gazing at the sky while
lying on a patch of grass, he looks
a touch beatific. He also looks like
a little kid staring into space. Is
he happy, sad or bored? And
when he gazes at a dead bird,
what does he think?; how does
he feel? Mr. Linklater doesn’t
say. Instead, he fills the frame
with a close-up of Mason’s face,
letting the silence and weight of
death linger. Mr. Linklater’s char-
acters can talk a blue streak, but
rarely in his work, and never in
“Boyhood,” do you hear the hum
of his narrative design under
their words. 

The film’s visual style is pre-
cise, unassuming to the point of
seeming invisibility and in the
service of the characters, with
compositions that remain un-
fussy and uncluttered, even when
the rooms are busy. When Mr.
Linklater films a landscape, your
eye locks not on the camerawork
but on the beauty of these spaces
and the people in them — the en-
veloping greenness of the neigh-
borhood in which Mason first
rides a bike, for instance, and the
tranquillity of the watering hole

that, years later, he swims in with
his dad. Mr. Linklater is especial-
ly fond of showing two people
walking and talking, and you
learn as much about the charac-
ters’ relationships from how they
inhabit space — his two-shots
speak volumes — as from what
they say. He’s a poet-geometri-
cian of intimacy. 

It’s almost surprising that no
one seems to have made a movie
like “Boyhood” before. Its closest
counterpart is probably the “7
Up” series, Michael Apted’s mul-
tipart documentary project that
since 1964 has dropped in every
seven years on the same, more or
less, British women and men, be-
ginning when they were 7. Watch-
ing seemingly carefree children
thrive and fail as they age — or,
more prosaically, turn into
dreary, respectable citizens —
can be like a knife in your heart.
It can also be somewhat eerie,
simply because the series com-
presses decades of a human life
into scenes that are, by turns,
seamless and jagged — an eeri-
ness that “Boyhood” shares as 12
years of Mason’s life slips by in
165 startlingly fast minutes.
We’re here today, gone tomor-
row.

Radical in its conceit, familiar
in its everyday details, “Boy-
hood” exists at the juncture of
classical cinema and the modern
art film without being slavishly
indebted to either tradition. It’s a
model of cinematic realism, and
its pleasures are obvious yet
mysterious. Even after seeing the
film three times, I haven’t fully

figured out why it has maintained
such a hold on me, and why I’m
eager to see it again. There are
many reasons to love movies,
from the stories they tell, to the
beautiful characters who live and
die for us. And yet the story in
“Boyhood” is blissfully simple: A
child grows up. This, along with
the modesty of its physical pro-
duction — its humble rooms, qui-
et moments, ordinary lives — can
obscure Mr. Linklater’s ambi-
tions and the greatness of his
achievement. 

It’s no surprise that watching
actors naturally age on camera
without latex and digital effects
makes for mesmerizing viewing.
And at first it may be hard to no-
tice much more than the creases
etching Mr. Hawke’s face, the
sexy swells of Ms. Arquette’s bel-
ly and Mr. Coltrane’s growth
spurts. You may see your own
face in those faces, your chil-
dren’s, too. This kind of identifi-
cation is familiar, as is the idea
that movies preserve time. André
Bazin wrote that art emerged
from our desire to counter the
passage of time and the inevita-
ble decay it brings. But in “Boy-
hood,” Mr. Linklater’s master-
piece, he both captures moments
in time and relinquishes them as
he moves from year to year. He
isn’t fighting time but embracing
it in all its glorious and ago-
nizingly fleeting beauty. 

“Boyhood” is rated R (Under 17
requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian). The film con-
tains some familiar expletives and
scenes of domestic violence.
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Ethan Hawke, left, as Mason Sr., and Ellar Coltrane as Mason in Richard Linklater’s long-running project, “Boyhood.”

Mr. Coltrane and Patricia Arquette, who plays his mother.

Mr. Coltrane as Mason at the
age of 9, early in the film.

Boyhood
Opens on Friday 
Written and directed by Richard Linkla-
ter; directors of photography, Lee Daniel
and Shane Kelly; edited by Sandra Adair;
production design by Rodney Becker;
costumes by Kari Perkins; produced by
Mr. Linklater, Cathleen Sutherland, Jona-
than Sehring and John Sloss; released by
IFC Films. Running time: 2 hours 45 min-
utes. 

WITH: Patricia Arquette (Mom), Ellar
Coltrane (Mason), Lorelei Linklater
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sences, his careless parenting,
on-and-off facial hair and earnest
bohemian rhapsodies. Unforgiv-
ing observers may write Mason
Sr. off as a deadbeat, but, like
Olivia, who sometimes lobs ex-
pletives at her unfazed children,
he’s deeply loving. These aren’t
movie parents with formulaic
arcs and storybook solutions, but
characters whose honest, raw
hurt and moments of casual
grace carry the shock of the real.
These are people you know, may-
be people like you. 

The realism is jolting, and so
brilliantly realized and understat-
ed that it would be easy to over-
look. In “Boyhood,” Mr. Linkla-
ter’s inspired idea of showing the
very thing that most movies ei-
ther ignore or awkwardly elide —
the passage of time — is its im-
pressive, headline-making con-
ceit. Starting in 2002, he gathered
his four lead actors each year for
a three- to four-day shoot, work-
ing on the script as they went
along. (The consummate anti-
slacker, Mr. Linklater also shot
during that period a clutch of
shorts and features, including
“Before Sunset,” the second in a
trilogy of films with Mr. Hawke;
a fictional adaptation of “Fast
Food Nation”; and a weirdly
touching comedy about a mur-
derer, “Bernie.”)

What emerged from those doz-
en years is a series of meticulous-
ly textured and structured
scenes set to the rhythm of life.
The structure is crucial. Mr. Link-
later has long experimented with
nontraditional narratives, from
the baton-relay form of “Slack-
er,” in which he leaves one char-
acter to follow the next, to the
peripatetic ramblings of his “Be-
fore” trilogy. His films are some-
times mischaracterized as hav-
ing no plot, perhaps because they
may seem so, when compared
with aggressively incident-
jammed mainstream movies.
One of the fascinating things
about “Boyhood” is that a lot
happens — there are parties and
fights, laughter and tears — but
all these events take place in a
distinctly quotidian register and
without the usual filmmaking
prodding and cues. 

Instead, the movie ebbs and
flows from year to year, inter-
spersed with temporal signposts
like a Britney Spears song or a
Nintendo Wii. One minute, Ma-
son is looking quizzically at Olivia
while she chats with a professor,
Bill (Marco Perella); the next,
he’s with his sister and Bill’s chil-
dren, Mindy (Jamie Howard) and
Randy (Andrew Villarreal), in
the backyard the two families
now share as one. Some of the
transitions are imperceptible, es-
pecially when Mason is younger,
and all are meaningful. Midway
through, when he strips off his
shirt to go swimming with his fa-
ther and then asks about girls,
you see the last traces of baby fat
and true childhood. By the next
section, Mason has shot up and
slimmed down, and is now talk-
ing to girls, not just about them. 

For a filmmaker known for the
loquaciousness of his characters,
Mr. Linklater has an almost un-
American rejection of overexpla-
nation. When you first meet Ma-
son at 6, gazing at the sky while
lying on a patch of grass, he looks
a touch beatific. He also looks like
a little kid staring into space. Is
he happy, sad or bored? And
when he gazes at a dead bird,
what does he think?; how does
he feel? Mr. Linklater doesn’t
say. Instead, he fills the frame
with a close-up of Mason’s face,
letting the silence and weight of
death linger. Mr. Linklater’s char-
acters can talk a blue streak, but
rarely in his work, and never in
“Boyhood,” do you hear the hum
of his narrative design under
their words. 

The film’s visual style is pre-
cise, unassuming to the point of
seeming invisibility and in the
service of the characters, with
compositions that remain un-
fussy and uncluttered, even when
the rooms are busy. When Mr.
Linklater films a landscape, your
eye locks not on the camerawork
but on the beauty of these spaces
and the people in them — the en-
veloping greenness of the neigh-
borhood in which Mason first
rides a bike, for instance, and the
tranquillity of the watering hole

that, years later, he swims in with
his dad. Mr. Linklater is especial-
ly fond of showing two people
walking and talking, and you
learn as much about the charac-
ters’ relationships from how they
inhabit space — his two-shots
speak volumes — as from what
they say. He’s a poet-geometri-
cian of intimacy. 

It’s almost surprising that no
one seems to have made a movie
like “Boyhood” before. Its closest
counterpart is probably the “7
Up” series, Michael Apted’s mul-
tipart documentary project that
since 1964 has dropped in every
seven years on the same, more or
less, British women and men, be-
ginning when they were 7. Watch-
ing seemingly carefree children
thrive and fail as they age — or,
more prosaically, turn into
dreary, respectable citizens —
can be like a knife in your heart.
It can also be somewhat eerie,
simply because the series com-
presses decades of a human life
into scenes that are, by turns,
seamless and jagged — an eeri-
ness that “Boyhood” shares as 12
years of Mason’s life slips by in
165 startlingly fast minutes.
We’re here today, gone tomor-
row.

Radical in its conceit, familiar
in its everyday details, “Boy-
hood” exists at the juncture of
classical cinema and the modern
art film without being slavishly
indebted to either tradition. It’s a
model of cinematic realism, and
its pleasures are obvious yet
mysterious. Even after seeing the
film three times, I haven’t fully

figured out why it has maintained
such a hold on me, and why I’m
eager to see it again. There are
many reasons to love movies,
from the stories they tell, to the
beautiful characters who live and
die for us. And yet the story in
“Boyhood” is blissfully simple: A
child grows up. This, along with
the modesty of its physical pro-
duction — its humble rooms, qui-
et moments, ordinary lives — can
obscure Mr. Linklater’s ambi-
tions and the greatness of his
achievement. 

It’s no surprise that watching
actors naturally age on camera
without latex and digital effects
makes for mesmerizing viewing.
And at first it may be hard to no-
tice much more than the creases
etching Mr. Hawke’s face, the
sexy swells of Ms. Arquette’s bel-
ly and Mr. Coltrane’s growth
spurts. You may see your own
face in those faces, your chil-
dren’s, too. This kind of identifi-
cation is familiar, as is the idea
that movies preserve time. André
Bazin wrote that art emerged
from our desire to counter the
passage of time and the inevita-
ble decay it brings. But in “Boy-
hood,” Mr. Linklater’s master-
piece, he both captures moments
in time and relinquishes them as
he moves from year to year. He
isn’t fighting time but embracing
it in all its glorious and ago-
nizingly fleeting beauty. 

“Boyhood” is rated R (Under 17
requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian). The film con-
tains some familiar expletives and
scenes of domestic violence.
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Ethan Hawke, left, as Mason Sr., and Ellar Coltrane as Mason in Richard Linklater’s long-running project, “Boyhood.”

Mr. Coltrane and Patricia Arquette, who plays his mother.

Mr. Coltrane as Mason at the
age of 9, early in the film.
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sences, his careless parenting,
on-and-off facial hair and earnest
bohemian rhapsodies. Unforgiv-
ing observers may write Mason
Sr. off as a deadbeat, but, like
Olivia, who sometimes lobs ex-
pletives at her unfazed children,
he’s deeply loving. These aren’t
movie parents with formulaic
arcs and storybook solutions, but
characters whose honest, raw
hurt and moments of casual
grace carry the shock of the real.
These are people you know, may-
be people like you. 

The realism is jolting, and so
brilliantly realized and understat-
ed that it would be easy to over-
look. In “Boyhood,” Mr. Linkla-
ter’s inspired idea of showing the
very thing that most movies ei-
ther ignore or awkwardly elide —
the passage of time — is its im-
pressive, headline-making con-
ceit. Starting in 2002, he gathered
his four lead actors each year for
a three- to four-day shoot, work-
ing on the script as they went
along. (The consummate anti-
slacker, Mr. Linklater also shot
during that period a clutch of
shorts and features, including
“Before Sunset,” the second in a
trilogy of films with Mr. Hawke;
a fictional adaptation of “Fast
Food Nation”; and a weirdly
touching comedy about a mur-
derer, “Bernie.”)

What emerged from those doz-
en years is a series of meticulous-
ly textured and structured
scenes set to the rhythm of life.
The structure is crucial. Mr. Link-
later has long experimented with
nontraditional narratives, from
the baton-relay form of “Slack-
er,” in which he leaves one char-
acter to follow the next, to the
peripatetic ramblings of his “Be-
fore” trilogy. His films are some-
times mischaracterized as hav-
ing no plot, perhaps because they
may seem so, when compared
with aggressively incident-
jammed mainstream movies.
One of the fascinating things
about “Boyhood” is that a lot
happens — there are parties and
fights, laughter and tears — but
all these events take place in a
distinctly quotidian register and
without the usual filmmaking
prodding and cues. 

Instead, the movie ebbs and
flows from year to year, inter-
spersed with temporal signposts
like a Britney Spears song or a
Nintendo Wii. One minute, Ma-
son is looking quizzically at Olivia
while she chats with a professor,
Bill (Marco Perella); the next,
he’s with his sister and Bill’s chil-
dren, Mindy (Jamie Howard) and
Randy (Andrew Villarreal), in
the backyard the two families
now share as one. Some of the
transitions are imperceptible, es-
pecially when Mason is younger,
and all are meaningful. Midway
through, when he strips off his
shirt to go swimming with his fa-
ther and then asks about girls,
you see the last traces of baby fat
and true childhood. By the next
section, Mason has shot up and
slimmed down, and is now talk-
ing to girls, not just about them. 

For a filmmaker known for the
loquaciousness of his characters,
Mr. Linklater has an almost un-
American rejection of overexpla-
nation. When you first meet Ma-
son at 6, gazing at the sky while
lying on a patch of grass, he looks
a touch beatific. He also looks like
a little kid staring into space. Is
he happy, sad or bored? And
when he gazes at a dead bird,
what does he think?; how does
he feel? Mr. Linklater doesn’t
say. Instead, he fills the frame
with a close-up of Mason’s face,
letting the silence and weight of
death linger. Mr. Linklater’s char-
acters can talk a blue streak, but
rarely in his work, and never in
“Boyhood,” do you hear the hum
of his narrative design under
their words. 

The film’s visual style is pre-
cise, unassuming to the point of
seeming invisibility and in the
service of the characters, with
compositions that remain un-
fussy and uncluttered, even when
the rooms are busy. When Mr.
Linklater films a landscape, your
eye locks not on the camerawork
but on the beauty of these spaces
and the people in them — the en-
veloping greenness of the neigh-
borhood in which Mason first
rides a bike, for instance, and the
tranquillity of the watering hole

that, years later, he swims in with
his dad. Mr. Linklater is especial-
ly fond of showing two people
walking and talking, and you
learn as much about the charac-
ters’ relationships from how they
inhabit space — his two-shots
speak volumes — as from what
they say. He’s a poet-geometri-
cian of intimacy. 

It’s almost surprising that no
one seems to have made a movie
like “Boyhood” before. Its closest
counterpart is probably the “7
Up” series, Michael Apted’s mul-
tipart documentary project that
since 1964 has dropped in every
seven years on the same, more or
less, British women and men, be-
ginning when they were 7. Watch-
ing seemingly carefree children
thrive and fail as they age — or,
more prosaically, turn into
dreary, respectable citizens —
can be like a knife in your heart.
It can also be somewhat eerie,
simply because the series com-
presses decades of a human life
into scenes that are, by turns,
seamless and jagged — an eeri-
ness that “Boyhood” shares as 12
years of Mason’s life slips by in
165 startlingly fast minutes.
We’re here today, gone tomor-
row.

Radical in its conceit, familiar
in its everyday details, “Boy-
hood” exists at the juncture of
classical cinema and the modern
art film without being slavishly
indebted to either tradition. It’s a
model of cinematic realism, and
its pleasures are obvious yet
mysterious. Even after seeing the
film three times, I haven’t fully

figured out why it has maintained
such a hold on me, and why I’m
eager to see it again. There are
many reasons to love movies,
from the stories they tell, to the
beautiful characters who live and
die for us. And yet the story in
“Boyhood” is blissfully simple: A
child grows up. This, along with
the modesty of its physical pro-
duction — its humble rooms, qui-
et moments, ordinary lives — can
obscure Mr. Linklater’s ambi-
tions and the greatness of his
achievement. 

It’s no surprise that watching
actors naturally age on camera
without latex and digital effects
makes for mesmerizing viewing.
And at first it may be hard to no-
tice much more than the creases
etching Mr. Hawke’s face, the
sexy swells of Ms. Arquette’s bel-
ly and Mr. Coltrane’s growth
spurts. You may see your own
face in those faces, your chil-
dren’s, too. This kind of identifi-
cation is familiar, as is the idea
that movies preserve time. André
Bazin wrote that art emerged
from our desire to counter the
passage of time and the inevita-
ble decay it brings. But in “Boy-
hood,” Mr. Linklater’s master-
piece, he both captures moments
in time and relinquishes them as
he moves from year to year. He
isn’t fighting time but embracing
it in all its glorious and ago-
nizingly fleeting beauty. 

“Boyhood” is rated R (Under 17
requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian). The film con-
tains some familiar expletives and
scenes of domestic violence.
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Ethan Hawke, left, as Mason Sr., and Ellar Coltrane as Mason in Richard Linklater’s long-running project, “Boyhood.”

Mr. Coltrane and Patricia Arquette, who plays his mother.

Mr. Coltrane as Mason at the
age of 9, early in the film.
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sences, his careless parenting,
on-and-off facial hair and earnest
bohemian rhapsodies. Unforgiv-
ing observers may write Mason
Sr. off as a deadbeat, but, like
Olivia, who sometimes lobs ex-
pletives at her unfazed children,
he’s deeply loving. These aren’t
movie parents with formulaic
arcs and storybook solutions, but
characters whose honest, raw
hurt and moments of casual
grace carry the shock of the real.
These are people you know, may-
be people like you. 

The realism is jolting, and so
brilliantly realized and understat-
ed that it would be easy to over-
look. In “Boyhood,” Mr. Linkla-
ter’s inspired idea of showing the
very thing that most movies ei-
ther ignore or awkwardly elide —
the passage of time — is its im-
pressive, headline-making con-
ceit. Starting in 2002, he gathered
his four lead actors each year for
a three- to four-day shoot, work-
ing on the script as they went
along. (The consummate anti-
slacker, Mr. Linklater also shot
during that period a clutch of
shorts and features, including
“Before Sunset,” the second in a
trilogy of films with Mr. Hawke;
a fictional adaptation of “Fast
Food Nation”; and a weirdly
touching comedy about a mur-
derer, “Bernie.”)

What emerged from those doz-
en years is a series of meticulous-
ly textured and structured
scenes set to the rhythm of life.
The structure is crucial. Mr. Link-
later has long experimented with
nontraditional narratives, from
the baton-relay form of “Slack-
er,” in which he leaves one char-
acter to follow the next, to the
peripatetic ramblings of his “Be-
fore” trilogy. His films are some-
times mischaracterized as hav-
ing no plot, perhaps because they
may seem so, when compared
with aggressively incident-
jammed mainstream movies.
One of the fascinating things
about “Boyhood” is that a lot
happens — there are parties and
fights, laughter and tears — but
all these events take place in a
distinctly quotidian register and
without the usual filmmaking
prodding and cues. 

Instead, the movie ebbs and
flows from year to year, inter-
spersed with temporal signposts
like a Britney Spears song or a
Nintendo Wii. One minute, Ma-
son is looking quizzically at Olivia
while she chats with a professor,
Bill (Marco Perella); the next,
he’s with his sister and Bill’s chil-
dren, Mindy (Jamie Howard) and
Randy (Andrew Villarreal), in
the backyard the two families
now share as one. Some of the
transitions are imperceptible, es-
pecially when Mason is younger,
and all are meaningful. Midway
through, when he strips off his
shirt to go swimming with his fa-
ther and then asks about girls,
you see the last traces of baby fat
and true childhood. By the next
section, Mason has shot up and
slimmed down, and is now talk-
ing to girls, not just about them. 

For a filmmaker known for the
loquaciousness of his characters,
Mr. Linklater has an almost un-
American rejection of overexpla-
nation. When you first meet Ma-
son at 6, gazing at the sky while
lying on a patch of grass, he looks
a touch beatific. He also looks like
a little kid staring into space. Is
he happy, sad or bored? And
when he gazes at a dead bird,
what does he think?; how does
he feel? Mr. Linklater doesn’t
say. Instead, he fills the frame
with a close-up of Mason’s face,
letting the silence and weight of
death linger. Mr. Linklater’s char-
acters can talk a blue streak, but
rarely in his work, and never in
“Boyhood,” do you hear the hum
of his narrative design under
their words. 

The film’s visual style is pre-
cise, unassuming to the point of
seeming invisibility and in the
service of the characters, with
compositions that remain un-
fussy and uncluttered, even when
the rooms are busy. When Mr.
Linklater films a landscape, your
eye locks not on the camerawork
but on the beauty of these spaces
and the people in them — the en-
veloping greenness of the neigh-
borhood in which Mason first
rides a bike, for instance, and the
tranquillity of the watering hole

that, years later, he swims in with
his dad. Mr. Linklater is especial-
ly fond of showing two people
walking and talking, and you
learn as much about the charac-
ters’ relationships from how they
inhabit space — his two-shots
speak volumes — as from what
they say. He’s a poet-geometri-
cian of intimacy. 

It’s almost surprising that no
one seems to have made a movie
like “Boyhood” before. Its closest
counterpart is probably the “7
Up” series, Michael Apted’s mul-
tipart documentary project that
since 1964 has dropped in every
seven years on the same, more or
less, British women and men, be-
ginning when they were 7. Watch-
ing seemingly carefree children
thrive and fail as they age — or,
more prosaically, turn into
dreary, respectable citizens —
can be like a knife in your heart.
It can also be somewhat eerie,
simply because the series com-
presses decades of a human life
into scenes that are, by turns,
seamless and jagged — an eeri-
ness that “Boyhood” shares as 12
years of Mason’s life slips by in
165 startlingly fast minutes.
We’re here today, gone tomor-
row.

Radical in its conceit, familiar
in its everyday details, “Boy-
hood” exists at the juncture of
classical cinema and the modern
art film without being slavishly
indebted to either tradition. It’s a
model of cinematic realism, and
its pleasures are obvious yet
mysterious. Even after seeing the
film three times, I haven’t fully

figured out why it has maintained
such a hold on me, and why I’m
eager to see it again. There are
many reasons to love movies,
from the stories they tell, to the
beautiful characters who live and
die for us. And yet the story in
“Boyhood” is blissfully simple: A
child grows up. This, along with
the modesty of its physical pro-
duction — its humble rooms, qui-
et moments, ordinary lives — can
obscure Mr. Linklater’s ambi-
tions and the greatness of his
achievement. 

It’s no surprise that watching
actors naturally age on camera
without latex and digital effects
makes for mesmerizing viewing.
And at first it may be hard to no-
tice much more than the creases
etching Mr. Hawke’s face, the
sexy swells of Ms. Arquette’s bel-
ly and Mr. Coltrane’s growth
spurts. You may see your own
face in those faces, your chil-
dren’s, too. This kind of identifi-
cation is familiar, as is the idea
that movies preserve time. André
Bazin wrote that art emerged
from our desire to counter the
passage of time and the inevita-
ble decay it brings. But in “Boy-
hood,” Mr. Linklater’s master-
piece, he both captures moments
in time and relinquishes them as
he moves from year to year. He
isn’t fighting time but embracing
it in all its glorious and ago-
nizingly fleeting beauty. 

“Boyhood” is rated R (Under 17
requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian). The film con-
tains some familiar expletives and
scenes of domestic violence.
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Ethan Hawke, left, as Mason Sr., and Ellar Coltrane as Mason in Richard Linklater’s long-running project, “Boyhood.”

Mr. Coltrane and Patricia Arquette, who plays his mother.

Mr. Coltrane as Mason at the
age of 9, early in the film.
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sences, his careless parenting,
on-and-off facial hair and earnest
bohemian rhapsodies. Unforgiv-
ing observers may write Mason
Sr. off as a deadbeat, but, like
Olivia, who sometimes lobs ex-
pletives at her unfazed children,
he’s deeply loving. These aren’t
movie parents with formulaic
arcs and storybook solutions, but
characters whose honest, raw
hurt and moments of casual
grace carry the shock of the real.
These are people you know, may-
be people like you. 

The realism is jolting, and so
brilliantly realized and understat-
ed that it would be easy to over-
look. In “Boyhood,” Mr. Linkla-
ter’s inspired idea of showing the
very thing that most movies ei-
ther ignore or awkwardly elide —
the passage of time — is its im-
pressive, headline-making con-
ceit. Starting in 2002, he gathered
his four lead actors each year for
a three- to four-day shoot, work-
ing on the script as they went
along. (The consummate anti-
slacker, Mr. Linklater also shot
during that period a clutch of
shorts and features, including
“Before Sunset,” the second in a
trilogy of films with Mr. Hawke;
a fictional adaptation of “Fast
Food Nation”; and a weirdly
touching comedy about a mur-
derer, “Bernie.”)

What emerged from those doz-
en years is a series of meticulous-
ly textured and structured
scenes set to the rhythm of life.
The structure is crucial. Mr. Link-
later has long experimented with
nontraditional narratives, from
the baton-relay form of “Slack-
er,” in which he leaves one char-
acter to follow the next, to the
peripatetic ramblings of his “Be-
fore” trilogy. His films are some-
times mischaracterized as hav-
ing no plot, perhaps because they
may seem so, when compared
with aggressively incident-
jammed mainstream movies.
One of the fascinating things
about “Boyhood” is that a lot
happens — there are parties and
fights, laughter and tears — but
all these events take place in a
distinctly quotidian register and
without the usual filmmaking
prodding and cues. 

Instead, the movie ebbs and
flows from year to year, inter-
spersed with temporal signposts
like a Britney Spears song or a
Nintendo Wii. One minute, Ma-
son is looking quizzically at Olivia
while she chats with a professor,
Bill (Marco Perella); the next,
he’s with his sister and Bill’s chil-
dren, Mindy (Jamie Howard) and
Randy (Andrew Villarreal), in
the backyard the two families
now share as one. Some of the
transitions are imperceptible, es-
pecially when Mason is younger,
and all are meaningful. Midway
through, when he strips off his
shirt to go swimming with his fa-
ther and then asks about girls,
you see the last traces of baby fat
and true childhood. By the next
section, Mason has shot up and
slimmed down, and is now talk-
ing to girls, not just about them. 

For a filmmaker known for the
loquaciousness of his characters,
Mr. Linklater has an almost un-
American rejection of overexpla-
nation. When you first meet Ma-
son at 6, gazing at the sky while
lying on a patch of grass, he looks
a touch beatific. He also looks like
a little kid staring into space. Is
he happy, sad or bored? And
when he gazes at a dead bird,
what does he think?; how does
he feel? Mr. Linklater doesn’t
say. Instead, he fills the frame
with a close-up of Mason’s face,
letting the silence and weight of
death linger. Mr. Linklater’s char-
acters can talk a blue streak, but
rarely in his work, and never in
“Boyhood,” do you hear the hum
of his narrative design under
their words. 

The film’s visual style is pre-
cise, unassuming to the point of
seeming invisibility and in the
service of the characters, with
compositions that remain un-
fussy and uncluttered, even when
the rooms are busy. When Mr.
Linklater films a landscape, your
eye locks not on the camerawork
but on the beauty of these spaces
and the people in them — the en-
veloping greenness of the neigh-
borhood in which Mason first
rides a bike, for instance, and the
tranquillity of the watering hole

that, years later, he swims in with
his dad. Mr. Linklater is especial-
ly fond of showing two people
walking and talking, and you
learn as much about the charac-
ters’ relationships from how they
inhabit space — his two-shots
speak volumes — as from what
they say. He’s a poet-geometri-
cian of intimacy. 

It’s almost surprising that no
one seems to have made a movie
like “Boyhood” before. Its closest
counterpart is probably the “7
Up” series, Michael Apted’s mul-
tipart documentary project that
since 1964 has dropped in every
seven years on the same, more or
less, British women and men, be-
ginning when they were 7. Watch-
ing seemingly carefree children
thrive and fail as they age — or,
more prosaically, turn into
dreary, respectable citizens —
can be like a knife in your heart.
It can also be somewhat eerie,
simply because the series com-
presses decades of a human life
into scenes that are, by turns,
seamless and jagged — an eeri-
ness that “Boyhood” shares as 12
years of Mason’s life slips by in
165 startlingly fast minutes.
We’re here today, gone tomor-
row.

Radical in its conceit, familiar
in its everyday details, “Boy-
hood” exists at the juncture of
classical cinema and the modern
art film without being slavishly
indebted to either tradition. It’s a
model of cinematic realism, and
its pleasures are obvious yet
mysterious. Even after seeing the
film three times, I haven’t fully

figured out why it has maintained
such a hold on me, and why I’m
eager to see it again. There are
many reasons to love movies,
from the stories they tell, to the
beautiful characters who live and
die for us. And yet the story in
“Boyhood” is blissfully simple: A
child grows up. This, along with
the modesty of its physical pro-
duction — its humble rooms, qui-
et moments, ordinary lives — can
obscure Mr. Linklater’s ambi-
tions and the greatness of his
achievement. 

It’s no surprise that watching
actors naturally age on camera
without latex and digital effects
makes for mesmerizing viewing.
And at first it may be hard to no-
tice much more than the creases
etching Mr. Hawke’s face, the
sexy swells of Ms. Arquette’s bel-
ly and Mr. Coltrane’s growth
spurts. You may see your own
face in those faces, your chil-
dren’s, too. This kind of identifi-
cation is familiar, as is the idea
that movies preserve time. André
Bazin wrote that art emerged
from our desire to counter the
passage of time and the inevita-
ble decay it brings. But in “Boy-
hood,” Mr. Linklater’s master-
piece, he both captures moments
in time and relinquishes them as
he moves from year to year. He
isn’t fighting time but embracing
it in all its glorious and ago-
nizingly fleeting beauty. 

“Boyhood” is rated R (Under 17
requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian). The film con-
tains some familiar expletives and
scenes of domestic violence.
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Ethan Hawke, left, as Mason Sr., and Ellar Coltrane as Mason in Richard Linklater’s long-running project, “Boyhood.”

Mr. Coltrane and Patricia Arquette, who plays his mother.

Mr. Coltrane as Mason at the
age of 9, early in the film.

Boyhood
Opens on Friday 
Written and directed by Richard Linkla-
ter; directors of photography, Lee Daniel
and Shane Kelly; edited by Sandra Adair;
production design by Rodney Becker;
costumes by Kari Perkins; produced by
Mr. Linklater, Cathleen Sutherland, Jona-
than Sehring and John Sloss; released by
IFC Films. Running time: 2 hours 45 min-
utes. 

WITH: Patricia Arquette (Mom), Ellar
Coltrane (Mason), Lorelei Linklater
(Samantha), Ethan Hawke (Dad), Marco
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sences, his careless parenting,
on-and-off facial hair and earnest
bohemian rhapsodies. Unforgiv-
ing observers may write Mason
Sr. off as a deadbeat, but, like
Olivia, who sometimes lobs ex-
pletives at her unfazed children,
he’s deeply loving. These aren’t
movie parents with formulaic
arcs and storybook solutions, but
characters whose honest, raw
hurt and moments of casual
grace carry the shock of the real.
These are people you know, may-
be people like you. 

The realism is jolting, and so
brilliantly realized and understat-
ed that it would be easy to over-
look. In “Boyhood,” Mr. Linkla-
ter’s inspired idea of showing the
very thing that most movies ei-
ther ignore or awkwardly elide —
the passage of time — is its im-
pressive, headline-making con-
ceit. Starting in 2002, he gathered
his four lead actors each year for
a three- to four-day shoot, work-
ing on the script as they went
along. (The consummate anti-
slacker, Mr. Linklater also shot
during that period a clutch of
shorts and features, including
“Before Sunset,” the second in a
trilogy of films with Mr. Hawke;
a fictional adaptation of “Fast
Food Nation”; and a weirdly
touching comedy about a mur-
derer, “Bernie.”)

What emerged from those doz-
en years is a series of meticulous-
ly textured and structured
scenes set to the rhythm of life.
The structure is crucial. Mr. Link-
later has long experimented with
nontraditional narratives, from
the baton-relay form of “Slack-
er,” in which he leaves one char-
acter to follow the next, to the
peripatetic ramblings of his “Be-
fore” trilogy. His films are some-
times mischaracterized as hav-
ing no plot, perhaps because they
may seem so, when compared
with aggressively incident-
jammed mainstream movies.
One of the fascinating things
about “Boyhood” is that a lot
happens — there are parties and
fights, laughter and tears — but
all these events take place in a
distinctly quotidian register and
without the usual filmmaking
prodding and cues. 

Instead, the movie ebbs and
flows from year to year, inter-
spersed with temporal signposts
like a Britney Spears song or a
Nintendo Wii. One minute, Ma-
son is looking quizzically at Olivia
while she chats with a professor,
Bill (Marco Perella); the next,
he’s with his sister and Bill’s chil-
dren, Mindy (Jamie Howard) and
Randy (Andrew Villarreal), in
the backyard the two families
now share as one. Some of the
transitions are imperceptible, es-
pecially when Mason is younger,
and all are meaningful. Midway
through, when he strips off his
shirt to go swimming with his fa-
ther and then asks about girls,
you see the last traces of baby fat
and true childhood. By the next
section, Mason has shot up and
slimmed down, and is now talk-
ing to girls, not just about them. 

For a filmmaker known for the
loquaciousness of his characters,
Mr. Linklater has an almost un-
American rejection of overexpla-
nation. When you first meet Ma-
son at 6, gazing at the sky while
lying on a patch of grass, he looks
a touch beatific. He also looks like
a little kid staring into space. Is
he happy, sad or bored? And
when he gazes at a dead bird,
what does he think?; how does
he feel? Mr. Linklater doesn’t
say. Instead, he fills the frame
with a close-up of Mason’s face,
letting the silence and weight of
death linger. Mr. Linklater’s char-
acters can talk a blue streak, but
rarely in his work, and never in
“Boyhood,” do you hear the hum
of his narrative design under
their words. 

The film’s visual style is pre-
cise, unassuming to the point of
seeming invisibility and in the
service of the characters, with
compositions that remain un-
fussy and uncluttered, even when
the rooms are busy. When Mr.
Linklater films a landscape, your
eye locks not on the camerawork
but on the beauty of these spaces
and the people in them — the en-
veloping greenness of the neigh-
borhood in which Mason first
rides a bike, for instance, and the
tranquillity of the watering hole

that, years later, he swims in with
his dad. Mr. Linklater is especial-
ly fond of showing two people
walking and talking, and you
learn as much about the charac-
ters’ relationships from how they
inhabit space — his two-shots
speak volumes — as from what
they say. He’s a poet-geometri-
cian of intimacy. 

It’s almost surprising that no
one seems to have made a movie
like “Boyhood” before. Its closest
counterpart is probably the “7
Up” series, Michael Apted’s mul-
tipart documentary project that
since 1964 has dropped in every
seven years on the same, more or
less, British women and men, be-
ginning when they were 7. Watch-
ing seemingly carefree children
thrive and fail as they age — or,
more prosaically, turn into
dreary, respectable citizens —
can be like a knife in your heart.
It can also be somewhat eerie,
simply because the series com-
presses decades of a human life
into scenes that are, by turns,
seamless and jagged — an eeri-
ness that “Boyhood” shares as 12
years of Mason’s life slips by in
165 startlingly fast minutes.
We’re here today, gone tomor-
row.

Radical in its conceit, familiar
in its everyday details, “Boy-
hood” exists at the juncture of
classical cinema and the modern
art film without being slavishly
indebted to either tradition. It’s a
model of cinematic realism, and
its pleasures are obvious yet
mysterious. Even after seeing the
film three times, I haven’t fully

figured out why it has maintained
such a hold on me, and why I’m
eager to see it again. There are
many reasons to love movies,
from the stories they tell, to the
beautiful characters who live and
die for us. And yet the story in
“Boyhood” is blissfully simple: A
child grows up. This, along with
the modesty of its physical pro-
duction — its humble rooms, qui-
et moments, ordinary lives — can
obscure Mr. Linklater’s ambi-
tions and the greatness of his
achievement. 

It’s no surprise that watching
actors naturally age on camera
without latex and digital effects
makes for mesmerizing viewing.
And at first it may be hard to no-
tice much more than the creases
etching Mr. Hawke’s face, the
sexy swells of Ms. Arquette’s bel-
ly and Mr. Coltrane’s growth
spurts. You may see your own
face in those faces, your chil-
dren’s, too. This kind of identifi-
cation is familiar, as is the idea
that movies preserve time. André
Bazin wrote that art emerged
from our desire to counter the
passage of time and the inevita-
ble decay it brings. But in “Boy-
hood,” Mr. Linklater’s master-
piece, he both captures moments
in time and relinquishes them as
he moves from year to year. He
isn’t fighting time but embracing
it in all its glorious and ago-
nizingly fleeting beauty. 

“Boyhood” is rated R (Under 17
requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian). The film con-
tains some familiar expletives and
scenes of domestic violence.
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Ethan Hawke, left, as Mason Sr., and Ellar Coltrane as Mason in Richard Linklater’s long-running project, “Boyhood.”

Mr. Coltrane and Patricia Arquette, who plays his mother.

Mr. Coltrane as Mason at the
age of 9, early in the film.

Boyhood
Opens on Friday 
Written and directed by Richard Linkla-
ter; directors of photography, Lee Daniel
and Shane Kelly; edited by Sandra Adair;
production design by Rodney Becker;
costumes by Kari Perkins; produced by
Mr. Linklater, Cathleen Sutherland, Jona-
than Sehring and John Sloss; released by
IFC Films. Running time: 2 hours 45 min-
utes. 

WITH: Patricia Arquette (Mom), Ellar
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scenes set to the rhythm of life. The structure 
is crucial. Mr. Linklater has long experimented 
with nontraditional narratives, from the baton-
relay form of “Slacker,” in which he leaves one 
character to follow the next, to the peripatetic 
ramblings of his “Before” trilogy. his films 
are sometimes mischaracterized as having no 
plot, perhaps because they may seem so, when 
compared with aggressively incident-jammed 
mainstream movies. One of the fascinating 
things about “Boyhood” is that a lot happens — 
there are parties and fights, laughter and tears 
— but all these events take place in a distinctly 
quotidian register and without the usual film-
making prodding and cues.

Instead, the movie ebbs and flows from 
year to year, interspersed with temporal sign-
posts like a Britney Spears song or a Nintendo 
Wii. One minute, Mason is looking quizzically 
at Olivia while she chats with a professor, Bill 
(Marco Perella); the next, he’s with his sister 
and Bill’s children, Mindy (Jamie howard) and 
Randy (Andrew Villarreal), in the backyard 
the two families now share as one. Some of the 
transitions are imperceptible, especially when 
Mason is younger, and all are meaningful. Mid-
way through, when he strips off his shirt to go 
swimming with his father and then asks about 
girls, you see the last traces of baby fat and 
true childhood. By the next section, Mason has 
shot up and slimmed down, and is now talking 
to girls, not just about them.

For a filmmaker known for the loquacious-
ness of his characters, Mr. Linklater has an 
almost un-American rejection of overexplana-
tion. When you first meet Mason at 6, gazing at 
the sky while lying on a patch of grass, he looks 
a touch beatific. he also looks like a little kid 
staring into space. 
Is he happy, sad or 
bored? And when he 
gazes at a dead bird, 
what does he think?; 
how does he feel? 
Mr. Linklater doesn’t 
say. Instead, he fills 
the frame with a 
close-up of Mason’s 
face, letting the 
silence and weight of 
death linger. Mr. Lin-
klater’s characters 

can talk a blue streak, but rarely in his work, 
and never in “Boyhood,” do you hear the hum 
of his narrative design under their words.

The film’s visual style is precise, unassum-
ing to the point of seeming invisibility and in 
the service of the characters, with compositions 
that remain unfussy and uncluttered, even 
when the rooms are busy. When Mr. Linklater 
films a landscape, your eye locks not on the 
camerawork but on the beauty of these spaces 
and the people in them — the enveloping green-
ness of the neighborhood in which Mason first 
rides a bike, for instance, and the tranquillity of 
the watering hole that, years later, he swims in 
with his dad. Mr. Linklater is especially fond of 
showing two people walking and talking, and 
you learn as much about the characters’ rela-
tionships from how they inhabit space — his 
two-shots speak volumes — as from what they 
say. he’s a poet-geometrician of intimacy.

It’s almost surprising that no one seems 
to have made a movie like “Boyhood” before. 
Its closest counterpart is probably the “7 Up” 
series, Michael Apted’s multipart documentary 
project that since 1964 has dropped in every 
seven years on the same, more or less, British 
women and men, beginning when they were 7. 
Watching seemingly carefree children thrive 
and fail as they age — or, more prosaically, turn 
into dreary, respectable citizens — can be like 
a knife in your heart. It can also be somewhat 
eerie, simply because the series compresses 
decades of a human life into scenes that are, by 
turns, seamless and jagged — an eeriness that 
“Boyhood” shares as 12 years of Mason’s life 
slips by in 165 startlingly fast minutes. We’re 
here today, gone tomorrow.

Radical in its conceit, familiar in its every-
day details, “Boy-
hood” exists at the 
juncture of classical 
cinema and the mod-
ern art film with-
out being slavishly 
indebted to either 
tradition. It’s a model 
of cinematic realism, 
and its pleasures are 
obvious yet mys-
terious. even after 
seeing the film three 
times, I haven’t fully 
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sences, his careless parenting,
on-and-off facial hair and earnest
bohemian rhapsodies. Unforgiv-
ing observers may write Mason
Sr. off as a deadbeat, but, like
Olivia, who sometimes lobs ex-
pletives at her unfazed children,
he’s deeply loving. These aren’t
movie parents with formulaic
arcs and storybook solutions, but
characters whose honest, raw
hurt and moments of casual
grace carry the shock of the real.
These are people you know, may-
be people like you. 

The realism is jolting, and so
brilliantly realized and understat-
ed that it would be easy to over-
look. In “Boyhood,” Mr. Linkla-
ter’s inspired idea of showing the
very thing that most movies ei-
ther ignore or awkwardly elide —
the passage of time — is its im-
pressive, headline-making con-
ceit. Starting in 2002, he gathered
his four lead actors each year for
a three- to four-day shoot, work-
ing on the script as they went
along. (The consummate anti-
slacker, Mr. Linklater also shot
during that period a clutch of
shorts and features, including
“Before Sunset,” the second in a
trilogy of films with Mr. Hawke;
a fictional adaptation of “Fast
Food Nation”; and a weirdly
touching comedy about a mur-
derer, “Bernie.”)

What emerged from those doz-
en years is a series of meticulous-
ly textured and structured
scenes set to the rhythm of life.
The structure is crucial. Mr. Link-
later has long experimented with
nontraditional narratives, from
the baton-relay form of “Slack-
er,” in which he leaves one char-
acter to follow the next, to the
peripatetic ramblings of his “Be-
fore” trilogy. His films are some-
times mischaracterized as hav-
ing no plot, perhaps because they
may seem so, when compared
with aggressively incident-
jammed mainstream movies.
One of the fascinating things
about “Boyhood” is that a lot
happens — there are parties and
fights, laughter and tears — but
all these events take place in a
distinctly quotidian register and
without the usual filmmaking
prodding and cues. 

Instead, the movie ebbs and
flows from year to year, inter-
spersed with temporal signposts
like a Britney Spears song or a
Nintendo Wii. One minute, Ma-
son is looking quizzically at Olivia
while she chats with a professor,
Bill (Marco Perella); the next,
he’s with his sister and Bill’s chil-
dren, Mindy (Jamie Howard) and
Randy (Andrew Villarreal), in
the backyard the two families
now share as one. Some of the
transitions are imperceptible, es-
pecially when Mason is younger,
and all are meaningful. Midway
through, when he strips off his
shirt to go swimming with his fa-
ther and then asks about girls,
you see the last traces of baby fat
and true childhood. By the next
section, Mason has shot up and
slimmed down, and is now talk-
ing to girls, not just about them. 

For a filmmaker known for the
loquaciousness of his characters,
Mr. Linklater has an almost un-
American rejection of overexpla-
nation. When you first meet Ma-
son at 6, gazing at the sky while
lying on a patch of grass, he looks
a touch beatific. He also looks like
a little kid staring into space. Is
he happy, sad or bored? And
when he gazes at a dead bird,
what does he think?; how does
he feel? Mr. Linklater doesn’t
say. Instead, he fills the frame
with a close-up of Mason’s face,
letting the silence and weight of
death linger. Mr. Linklater’s char-
acters can talk a blue streak, but
rarely in his work, and never in
“Boyhood,” do you hear the hum
of his narrative design under
their words. 

The film’s visual style is pre-
cise, unassuming to the point of
seeming invisibility and in the
service of the characters, with
compositions that remain un-
fussy and uncluttered, even when
the rooms are busy. When Mr.
Linklater films a landscape, your
eye locks not on the camerawork
but on the beauty of these spaces
and the people in them — the en-
veloping greenness of the neigh-
borhood in which Mason first
rides a bike, for instance, and the
tranquillity of the watering hole

that, years later, he swims in with
his dad. Mr. Linklater is especial-
ly fond of showing two people
walking and talking, and you
learn as much about the charac-
ters’ relationships from how they
inhabit space — his two-shots
speak volumes — as from what
they say. He’s a poet-geometri-
cian of intimacy. 

It’s almost surprising that no
one seems to have made a movie
like “Boyhood” before. Its closest
counterpart is probably the “7
Up” series, Michael Apted’s mul-
tipart documentary project that
since 1964 has dropped in every
seven years on the same, more or
less, British women and men, be-
ginning when they were 7. Watch-
ing seemingly carefree children
thrive and fail as they age — or,
more prosaically, turn into
dreary, respectable citizens —
can be like a knife in your heart.
It can also be somewhat eerie,
simply because the series com-
presses decades of a human life
into scenes that are, by turns,
seamless and jagged — an eeri-
ness that “Boyhood” shares as 12
years of Mason’s life slips by in
165 startlingly fast minutes.
We’re here today, gone tomor-
row.

Radical in its conceit, familiar
in its everyday details, “Boy-
hood” exists at the juncture of
classical cinema and the modern
art film without being slavishly
indebted to either tradition. It’s a
model of cinematic realism, and
its pleasures are obvious yet
mysterious. Even after seeing the
film three times, I haven’t fully

figured out why it has maintained
such a hold on me, and why I’m
eager to see it again. There are
many reasons to love movies,
from the stories they tell, to the
beautiful characters who live and
die for us. And yet the story in
“Boyhood” is blissfully simple: A
child grows up. This, along with
the modesty of its physical pro-
duction — its humble rooms, qui-
et moments, ordinary lives — can
obscure Mr. Linklater’s ambi-
tions and the greatness of his
achievement. 

It’s no surprise that watching
actors naturally age on camera
without latex and digital effects
makes for mesmerizing viewing.
And at first it may be hard to no-
tice much more than the creases
etching Mr. Hawke’s face, the
sexy swells of Ms. Arquette’s bel-
ly and Mr. Coltrane’s growth
spurts. You may see your own
face in those faces, your chil-
dren’s, too. This kind of identifi-
cation is familiar, as is the idea
that movies preserve time. André
Bazin wrote that art emerged
from our desire to counter the
passage of time and the inevita-
ble decay it brings. But in “Boy-
hood,” Mr. Linklater’s master-
piece, he both captures moments
in time and relinquishes them as
he moves from year to year. He
isn’t fighting time but embracing
it in all its glorious and ago-
nizingly fleeting beauty. 

“Boyhood” is rated R (Under 17
requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian). The film con-
tains some familiar expletives and
scenes of domestic violence.
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Ethan Hawke, left, as Mason Sr., and Ellar Coltrane as Mason in Richard Linklater’s long-running project, “Boyhood.”

Mr. Coltrane and Patricia Arquette, who plays his mother.

Mr. Coltrane as Mason at the
age of 9, early in the film.

Boyhood
Opens on Friday 
Written and directed by Richard Linkla-
ter; directors of photography, Lee Daniel
and Shane Kelly; edited by Sandra Adair;
production design by Rodney Becker;
costumes by Kari Perkins; produced by
Mr. Linklater, Cathleen Sutherland, Jona-
than Sehring and John Sloss; released by
IFC Films. Running time: 2 hours 45 min-
utes. 

WITH: Patricia Arquette (Mom), Ellar
Coltrane (Mason), Lorelei Linklater
(Samantha), Ethan Hawke (Dad), Marco
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ard (Mindy) and Andrew Villarreal (Ran-
dy). 
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sences, his careless parenting,
on-and-off facial hair and earnest
bohemian rhapsodies. Unforgiv-
ing observers may write Mason
Sr. off as a deadbeat, but, like
Olivia, who sometimes lobs ex-
pletives at her unfazed children,
he’s deeply loving. These aren’t
movie parents with formulaic
arcs and storybook solutions, but
characters whose honest, raw
hurt and moments of casual
grace carry the shock of the real.
These are people you know, may-
be people like you. 

The realism is jolting, and so
brilliantly realized and understat-
ed that it would be easy to over-
look. In “Boyhood,” Mr. Linkla-
ter’s inspired idea of showing the
very thing that most movies ei-
ther ignore or awkwardly elide —
the passage of time — is its im-
pressive, headline-making con-
ceit. Starting in 2002, he gathered
his four lead actors each year for
a three- to four-day shoot, work-
ing on the script as they went
along. (The consummate anti-
slacker, Mr. Linklater also shot
during that period a clutch of
shorts and features, including
“Before Sunset,” the second in a
trilogy of films with Mr. Hawke;
a fictional adaptation of “Fast
Food Nation”; and a weirdly
touching comedy about a mur-
derer, “Bernie.”)

What emerged from those doz-
en years is a series of meticulous-
ly textured and structured
scenes set to the rhythm of life.
The structure is crucial. Mr. Link-
later has long experimented with
nontraditional narratives, from
the baton-relay form of “Slack-
er,” in which he leaves one char-
acter to follow the next, to the
peripatetic ramblings of his “Be-
fore” trilogy. His films are some-
times mischaracterized as hav-
ing no plot, perhaps because they
may seem so, when compared
with aggressively incident-
jammed mainstream movies.
One of the fascinating things
about “Boyhood” is that a lot
happens — there are parties and
fights, laughter and tears — but
all these events take place in a
distinctly quotidian register and
without the usual filmmaking
prodding and cues. 

Instead, the movie ebbs and
flows from year to year, inter-
spersed with temporal signposts
like a Britney Spears song or a
Nintendo Wii. One minute, Ma-
son is looking quizzically at Olivia
while she chats with a professor,
Bill (Marco Perella); the next,
he’s with his sister and Bill’s chil-
dren, Mindy (Jamie Howard) and
Randy (Andrew Villarreal), in
the backyard the two families
now share as one. Some of the
transitions are imperceptible, es-
pecially when Mason is younger,
and all are meaningful. Midway
through, when he strips off his
shirt to go swimming with his fa-
ther and then asks about girls,
you see the last traces of baby fat
and true childhood. By the next
section, Mason has shot up and
slimmed down, and is now talk-
ing to girls, not just about them. 

For a filmmaker known for the
loquaciousness of his characters,
Mr. Linklater has an almost un-
American rejection of overexpla-
nation. When you first meet Ma-
son at 6, gazing at the sky while
lying on a patch of grass, he looks
a touch beatific. He also looks like
a little kid staring into space. Is
he happy, sad or bored? And
when he gazes at a dead bird,
what does he think?; how does
he feel? Mr. Linklater doesn’t
say. Instead, he fills the frame
with a close-up of Mason’s face,
letting the silence and weight of
death linger. Mr. Linklater’s char-
acters can talk a blue streak, but
rarely in his work, and never in
“Boyhood,” do you hear the hum
of his narrative design under
their words. 

The film’s visual style is pre-
cise, unassuming to the point of
seeming invisibility and in the
service of the characters, with
compositions that remain un-
fussy and uncluttered, even when
the rooms are busy. When Mr.
Linklater films a landscape, your
eye locks not on the camerawork
but on the beauty of these spaces
and the people in them — the en-
veloping greenness of the neigh-
borhood in which Mason first
rides a bike, for instance, and the
tranquillity of the watering hole

that, years later, he swims in with
his dad. Mr. Linklater is especial-
ly fond of showing two people
walking and talking, and you
learn as much about the charac-
ters’ relationships from how they
inhabit space — his two-shots
speak volumes — as from what
they say. He’s a poet-geometri-
cian of intimacy. 

It’s almost surprising that no
one seems to have made a movie
like “Boyhood” before. Its closest
counterpart is probably the “7
Up” series, Michael Apted’s mul-
tipart documentary project that
since 1964 has dropped in every
seven years on the same, more or
less, British women and men, be-
ginning when they were 7. Watch-
ing seemingly carefree children
thrive and fail as they age — or,
more prosaically, turn into
dreary, respectable citizens —
can be like a knife in your heart.
It can also be somewhat eerie,
simply because the series com-
presses decades of a human life
into scenes that are, by turns,
seamless and jagged — an eeri-
ness that “Boyhood” shares as 12
years of Mason’s life slips by in
165 startlingly fast minutes.
We’re here today, gone tomor-
row.

Radical in its conceit, familiar
in its everyday details, “Boy-
hood” exists at the juncture of
classical cinema and the modern
art film without being slavishly
indebted to either tradition. It’s a
model of cinematic realism, and
its pleasures are obvious yet
mysterious. Even after seeing the
film three times, I haven’t fully

figured out why it has maintained
such a hold on me, and why I’m
eager to see it again. There are
many reasons to love movies,
from the stories they tell, to the
beautiful characters who live and
die for us. And yet the story in
“Boyhood” is blissfully simple: A
child grows up. This, along with
the modesty of its physical pro-
duction — its humble rooms, qui-
et moments, ordinary lives — can
obscure Mr. Linklater’s ambi-
tions and the greatness of his
achievement. 

It’s no surprise that watching
actors naturally age on camera
without latex and digital effects
makes for mesmerizing viewing.
And at first it may be hard to no-
tice much more than the creases
etching Mr. Hawke’s face, the
sexy swells of Ms. Arquette’s bel-
ly and Mr. Coltrane’s growth
spurts. You may see your own
face in those faces, your chil-
dren’s, too. This kind of identifi-
cation is familiar, as is the idea
that movies preserve time. André
Bazin wrote that art emerged
from our desire to counter the
passage of time and the inevita-
ble decay it brings. But in “Boy-
hood,” Mr. Linklater’s master-
piece, he both captures moments
in time and relinquishes them as
he moves from year to year. He
isn’t fighting time but embracing
it in all its glorious and ago-
nizingly fleeting beauty. 

“Boyhood” is rated R (Under 17
requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian). The film con-
tains some familiar expletives and
scenes of domestic violence.
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Ethan Hawke, left, as Mason Sr., and Ellar Coltrane as Mason in Richard Linklater’s long-running project, “Boyhood.”

Mr. Coltrane and Patricia Arquette, who plays his mother.

Mr. Coltrane as Mason at the
age of 9, early in the film.

Boyhood
Opens on Friday 
Written and directed by Richard Linkla-
ter; directors of photography, Lee Daniel
and Shane Kelly; edited by Sandra Adair;
production design by Rodney Becker;
costumes by Kari Perkins; produced by
Mr. Linklater, Cathleen Sutherland, Jona-
than Sehring and John Sloss; released by
IFC Films. Running time: 2 hours 45 min-
utes. 

WITH: Patricia Arquette (Mom), Ellar
Coltrane (Mason), Lorelei Linklater
(Samantha), Ethan Hawke (Dad), Marco
Perella (Prof. Bill Welbrock), Jamie How-
ard (Mindy) and Andrew Villarreal (Ran-
dy). 
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sences, his careless parenting,
on-and-off facial hair and earnest
bohemian rhapsodies. Unforgiv-
ing observers may write Mason
Sr. off as a deadbeat, but, like
Olivia, who sometimes lobs ex-
pletives at her unfazed children,
he’s deeply loving. These aren’t
movie parents with formulaic
arcs and storybook solutions, but
characters whose honest, raw
hurt and moments of casual
grace carry the shock of the real.
These are people you know, may-
be people like you. 

The realism is jolting, and so
brilliantly realized and understat-
ed that it would be easy to over-
look. In “Boyhood,” Mr. Linkla-
ter’s inspired idea of showing the
very thing that most movies ei-
ther ignore or awkwardly elide —
the passage of time — is its im-
pressive, headline-making con-
ceit. Starting in 2002, he gathered
his four lead actors each year for
a three- to four-day shoot, work-
ing on the script as they went
along. (The consummate anti-
slacker, Mr. Linklater also shot
during that period a clutch of
shorts and features, including
“Before Sunset,” the second in a
trilogy of films with Mr. Hawke;
a fictional adaptation of “Fast
Food Nation”; and a weirdly
touching comedy about a mur-
derer, “Bernie.”)

What emerged from those doz-
en years is a series of meticulous-
ly textured and structured
scenes set to the rhythm of life.
The structure is crucial. Mr. Link-
later has long experimented with
nontraditional narratives, from
the baton-relay form of “Slack-
er,” in which he leaves one char-
acter to follow the next, to the
peripatetic ramblings of his “Be-
fore” trilogy. His films are some-
times mischaracterized as hav-
ing no plot, perhaps because they
may seem so, when compared
with aggressively incident-
jammed mainstream movies.
One of the fascinating things
about “Boyhood” is that a lot
happens — there are parties and
fights, laughter and tears — but
all these events take place in a
distinctly quotidian register and
without the usual filmmaking
prodding and cues. 

Instead, the movie ebbs and
flows from year to year, inter-
spersed with temporal signposts
like a Britney Spears song or a
Nintendo Wii. One minute, Ma-
son is looking quizzically at Olivia
while she chats with a professor,
Bill (Marco Perella); the next,
he’s with his sister and Bill’s chil-
dren, Mindy (Jamie Howard) and
Randy (Andrew Villarreal), in
the backyard the two families
now share as one. Some of the
transitions are imperceptible, es-
pecially when Mason is younger,
and all are meaningful. Midway
through, when he strips off his
shirt to go swimming with his fa-
ther and then asks about girls,
you see the last traces of baby fat
and true childhood. By the next
section, Mason has shot up and
slimmed down, and is now talk-
ing to girls, not just about them. 

For a filmmaker known for the
loquaciousness of his characters,
Mr. Linklater has an almost un-
American rejection of overexpla-
nation. When you first meet Ma-
son at 6, gazing at the sky while
lying on a patch of grass, he looks
a touch beatific. He also looks like
a little kid staring into space. Is
he happy, sad or bored? And
when he gazes at a dead bird,
what does he think?; how does
he feel? Mr. Linklater doesn’t
say. Instead, he fills the frame
with a close-up of Mason’s face,
letting the silence and weight of
death linger. Mr. Linklater’s char-
acters can talk a blue streak, but
rarely in his work, and never in
“Boyhood,” do you hear the hum
of his narrative design under
their words. 

The film’s visual style is pre-
cise, unassuming to the point of
seeming invisibility and in the
service of the characters, with
compositions that remain un-
fussy and uncluttered, even when
the rooms are busy. When Mr.
Linklater films a landscape, your
eye locks not on the camerawork
but on the beauty of these spaces
and the people in them — the en-
veloping greenness of the neigh-
borhood in which Mason first
rides a bike, for instance, and the
tranquillity of the watering hole

that, years later, he swims in with
his dad. Mr. Linklater is especial-
ly fond of showing two people
walking and talking, and you
learn as much about the charac-
ters’ relationships from how they
inhabit space — his two-shots
speak volumes — as from what
they say. He’s a poet-geometri-
cian of intimacy. 

It’s almost surprising that no
one seems to have made a movie
like “Boyhood” before. Its closest
counterpart is probably the “7
Up” series, Michael Apted’s mul-
tipart documentary project that
since 1964 has dropped in every
seven years on the same, more or
less, British women and men, be-
ginning when they were 7. Watch-
ing seemingly carefree children
thrive and fail as they age — or,
more prosaically, turn into
dreary, respectable citizens —
can be like a knife in your heart.
It can also be somewhat eerie,
simply because the series com-
presses decades of a human life
into scenes that are, by turns,
seamless and jagged — an eeri-
ness that “Boyhood” shares as 12
years of Mason’s life slips by in
165 startlingly fast minutes.
We’re here today, gone tomor-
row.

Radical in its conceit, familiar
in its everyday details, “Boy-
hood” exists at the juncture of
classical cinema and the modern
art film without being slavishly
indebted to either tradition. It’s a
model of cinematic realism, and
its pleasures are obvious yet
mysterious. Even after seeing the
film three times, I haven’t fully

figured out why it has maintained
such a hold on me, and why I’m
eager to see it again. There are
many reasons to love movies,
from the stories they tell, to the
beautiful characters who live and
die for us. And yet the story in
“Boyhood” is blissfully simple: A
child grows up. This, along with
the modesty of its physical pro-
duction — its humble rooms, qui-
et moments, ordinary lives — can
obscure Mr. Linklater’s ambi-
tions and the greatness of his
achievement. 

It’s no surprise that watching
actors naturally age on camera
without latex and digital effects
makes for mesmerizing viewing.
And at first it may be hard to no-
tice much more than the creases
etching Mr. Hawke’s face, the
sexy swells of Ms. Arquette’s bel-
ly and Mr. Coltrane’s growth
spurts. You may see your own
face in those faces, your chil-
dren’s, too. This kind of identifi-
cation is familiar, as is the idea
that movies preserve time. André
Bazin wrote that art emerged
from our desire to counter the
passage of time and the inevita-
ble decay it brings. But in “Boy-
hood,” Mr. Linklater’s master-
piece, he both captures moments
in time and relinquishes them as
he moves from year to year. He
isn’t fighting time but embracing
it in all its glorious and ago-
nizingly fleeting beauty. 

“Boyhood” is rated R (Under 17
requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian). The film con-
tains some familiar expletives and
scenes of domestic violence.
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Ethan Hawke, left, as Mason Sr., and Ellar Coltrane as Mason in Richard Linklater’s long-running project, “Boyhood.”

Mr. Coltrane and Patricia Arquette, who plays his mother.

Mr. Coltrane as Mason at the
age of 9, early in the film.

Boyhood
Opens on Friday 
Written and directed by Richard Linkla-
ter; directors of photography, Lee Daniel
and Shane Kelly; edited by Sandra Adair;
production design by Rodney Becker;
costumes by Kari Perkins; produced by
Mr. Linklater, Cathleen Sutherland, Jona-
than Sehring and John Sloss; released by
IFC Films. Running time: 2 hours 45 min-
utes. 

WITH: Patricia Arquette (Mom), Ellar
Coltrane (Mason), Lorelei Linklater
(Samantha), Ethan Hawke (Dad), Marco
Perella (Prof. Bill Welbrock), Jamie How-
ard (Mindy) and Andrew Villarreal (Ran-
dy). 
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figured out why it has maintained such a hold on 
me, and why I’m eager to see it again. There are 
many reasons to love movies, from the stories 
they tell, to the beautiful characters who live 
and die for us. And yet the story in “Boyhood” is 
blissfully simple: A child grows up. This, along 
with the modesty of its physical production — its 
humble rooms, quiet moments, ordinary lives — 
can obscure Mr. Linklater’s ambitions and the 
greatness of his achievement.

It’s no surprise that watching actors natu-
rally age on camera without latex and digital 
effects makes for mesmerizing viewing. And 
at first it may be hard to notice much more 

than the creases etching Mr. hawke’s face, the 
sexy swells of Ms. Arquette’s belly and Mr. 
Coltrane’s growth spurts. You may see your 
own face in those faces, your children’s, too. 
This kind of identification is familiar, as is the 
idea that movies preserve time. André Bazin 
wrote that art emerged from our desire to 
counter the passage of time and the inevitable 
decay it brings. But in “Boyhood,” Mr. Linklat-
er’s masterpiece, he both captures moments 
in time and relinquishes them as he moves 
from year to year. he isn’t fighting time but 
embracing it in all its glorious and agonizingly 
fleeting beauty.   n


